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Jointer Decentralized Governance System
Since inception, Jointer’s goal has been to achieve a fully decentralized syndication economy
based around a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). In order to achieve this goal,
Jointer needs to delegate control in a manner that organizes Jointer and the community for a
sustainable and decentralized future.
The Jointer haha is broken up into two parts, governance rights and level of quorum calculations.
When combined, Jointer community members are able to propose and execute rules based on
the category of decision being proposed compared to the level of majority required to execute
the proposal. For example, changing the max alloted of investment per day requires only a low
level majority (Simple Majority) compared to the high level majority (Double Absolute Majority)
which would be required to change the protocol majority implementation.
The DGS highlights how the future of JNTR is controlled by the Jointer community while
protecting the protocol fairness and sustainability.
User’s governance rights are placed into one or two categories: Voting power and Proposal
Power.

Voting power
Individual users gain voting power by holding JNTR. The cumulative individual voting power is
how majority level decisions are either affirmed or denied.

How voting power is determined
Equal weight is given to all JNTR, no matter where or when they are purchased
Each user holding JNTR in their wallet receives voting rights
1 JNTR = 1 vote
JNTR must be unlocked and unstaked to receive voting power (i.e., JNTR locked or staked
through the protocol will not count as a vote)
Pre-minted JNTR has the same rights as any other JNTR
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What is cumulative individual voting power (CIVP)?
A user’s cumulative individual voting power (CIVP) is their combined JNTR across all their wallets.
This means as long as a wallet is linked under a specific user’s account they will be cumulatively
counted (a user’s CIVP counts only unlocked and unstaked JNTR across all their wallets).
Some rule alterations require different types of Majority Levels and users can use their CIVP to
influence the outcome of the rule proposal by voting YEA or NAY.
At the time of voting, the DGS snaps and timestamps the current cumulative JNTR per user. At
the close of the vote, the DGS will re-snap and timestamp users’ CIVP to protect system integrity
in the case that a user’s CIVP changes during the open voting process.
Example
User A has three (3) wallets that hold JNTR
Wallet one (1) has 4,000 unlocked JNTR and 2,000 staked JNTR
Wallet two (2) has 2,000 unlocked JNTR
Wallet three (3) has 3,000 JNTR locked in Downside Protection
When the DGS snaps and timestamps to initiate a voting window, User A will have 6,000
votes (Wallet one (1): 4,000 + Wallet two (2): 2,000)
The staked JNTR in Wallet one (1) and locked JNTR in Wallet three (3) do not count towards
User A’s CIVP

Proposal power
Individual users gain proposal rights by holding a large amount of the total JNTR circulated
supply.

How proposal power is determined
Users with voting power that is equal to 1% or more of the total JNTR circulated supply will
have proposal power to change a rule within the system.
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Dual voting
Users that hold JNTR will have voting power and may have proposal power over rules that affect
the JNTR holders community. If a rule also affects the JNTR/ETN or JNTR/STOCK holders
community, it will require dual or triple voting from the JNTR holders community and from
JNTR/ETN and/or JNTR/STOCK holders community as well in order to pass (similar to how
govremanates runs dual voting via two houses upper and lower).

Admin Dashboard Access
In order to provide the community tools to analyze and vote, Jointer created access to
transparent, accurate, and relevant information for holders of JNTR, JNTR/ETN, and JNTR/STOCK.
By holding any amount of JNTR, JNTR/ETN, or JNTR/STOCK, holders are given access to a
dashboard that displays every aspect of the protocol, the current rules, and the majority level
needed to change the rules. To access the admin dashboard users need to sign with their wallet
and be identified through two-step verification.

Steps to access the dashboard and vote
1.

Integrate a wallet that holds any amount of JNTR, JNTR/ETN, or JNTR/STOCK

2.

Complete two-factor authentication with a six (6) digit code from SMS/email

3.

View the current rules (as is) vs the proposed rule (how it will be after) and choose your vote
YEA or NAY

Rule Proposals - suggest a change
After successfully gaining access to the dashboard, user’s with proposal power may propose a
change to the rules. The process is simple, requiring users to make a change directly on the
admin dashboard and click save.
All proposals are open to the community the moment they are submitted, until the close of
the vote.1
All proposals have the same closing vote time, 12:00 am UTC on the first day of each month.
All proposals must be proposed no later than 24 hours before the closing vote. 2
Users that suggest a change may also withdraw the proposal and cancel the voting process
at any time before voting ends.

1 Be careful waiting until the last moment to vote because the protocol runs on Binance Smart Chain blockchain and is subject to gas
times which could delay your vote from reaching the proposal contract in time.
2 Proposals outside of this window will stay pending until the following month begins.
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Crowdsource Proposals - suggest a change
Users without proposal power can crowdsource their proposal amongst other users until
the total group collectively reaches the threshold for suggesting a change through a rule
proposal (at least 1% or more of the total JNTR circulated supply).
Once the crowdsource proposal reaches the threshold proposal power, the proposal will be
submitted to the community like any other proposal.
Unsuccessful crowdsource proposals will be closed automatically 24 hours after closing vote
time, 12:00 am UTC on the first day of each month.

Expedited Voting Period
Users with proposal power3 equal to 10% or above have the power to expedite the voting period
to 24 hours from the proposal opening instead of waiting until the recurring monthly vote.

Instant Voting Period
If a proposal receives YEA or NAY by an absolute majority (50%+1 of the voting power versus the
total CIVP of the entire required community, ie. JNTR, JNTR/ETN, or JNTR/STOCK circulating
supply), the proposal executes or is rejected instantly without delay. The instant voting period
instantaneously finalizes4 the vote once submitted.

Vote Notification
Informing users of upcoming votes is crucial to participation in Jointer’s decentralized
governance system. In order to make sure the community is informed, an email and SMS with a
link to the admin dashboard will be sent 14 days before the vote closes and again 24 hours before
the voting period closes. Voting for a rule proposal opens and displays 24/7 on the admin from
the moment a successful rule proposal is submitted.

3 You can crowdsource this expedited voting process but it must be decided ahead of time
4 This can take place ahead of time but also executes instantly during the voting period
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Circulation Supply calculation
The circulation supply is calculated through the following formula:
Total Supply – Excluded wallets balances
Exceptions:
1.

Company wallet

2.

System wallet

3.

Downside protection

4.

Jointer’s Reserve

Blocked wallets
Some wallets holding JNTR will not be allowed to vote. These include:
1.

Company wallet

2.

Exchange’s wallets

JNTR Vote Revelations
The number of wallets will be revealed throughout the process but the amount of votes for YEA
or NAY will stay anonymous until the end of the voting period to remove propaganda or
manipulation potential.

Duplicate proposals
If proposals for the same rule are submitted more than once with different changes (ie. a
proposal to change max investment from 150% to 160% and another proposal to change max
investment from 150% to 170%) the order to accept the changes (assuming that both passed) is
based on the earliest timestamp of the proposal. Meaning the first proposal submitted will be
executed first but the later proposal will determine the final change.
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Majority Determinations
The majority is determined out of the total actual participants. Total actual participants is the
user’s cumulative individual voting power comparative to the total voting power present for
voting on a rule proposal.
Example
A rule is proposed and requires a YEA action by a Simple Majority (50%+1 of the total actual
participants)
100 users participate by voting “YEA” or “NAY” on the proposed rule. Each user has 1,000
unlocked/unstaked JNTR representing 1% of the voting power which combined, equals
100,000 total qualified votes
This means for the proposed rule to pass, 50,001 or more of the qualified votes must be cast
as YEA and anything below this amount will fail

Jointer’s communities
Jointer’s syndication economy includes three communities (JNTR, JNTR/ETN, JNTR/STOCK)
which rely on each other to function at full efficiency. Each rule proposal has the opportunity to
impact community members of one community or all three of the communities. Therefore,
when a rule proposal impacts a community of a different asset within Jointer’s syndication
economy, that community will get a voice in the final outcome of the vote.
Jointer proposals will receive a single, double, or triple classification which will determine if
multiple communities will participate in voting for the outcome of a rule proposal.

Types of Majority Levels
Simple majority
>50% of the voting power versus the total CIVP of all voting power present and voting
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Special majority
75% of the voting power present and voting

Absolute majority
>50% of the voting power versus the total CIVP of the entire JNTR circulating supply.
Absolute majority alternative5
90% of the voting power present and voting.

Examples of Single Community Votes
A Rule Proposal is submitted that only affects JNTR and is a Simple majority. This means that for
the Rule Proposal to be successful, greater than 50% of the voting power versus the total CIVP of
all voting power present and voting must approve the proposal.

Special majority
75% of the voting power present and voting

Absolute majority
50%+1 of the voting power versus the total CIVP of the entire community circulating supply6

Examples of Double Community Votes
Double Simple Majority
50%+1 of the voting power that is present and voting by community A, and
50%+1 of the voting power that is present and voting by community B

Double Special Majority
75% of the voting power that is present and voting by community A, and
75% of the voting power that is present and voting by community B

5 The Absolute majority alternative is triggered if the absolute majority is deadlocked
6 Jointer’s management fee of 2% is not calculated in determining the circulating supply as it would disproportionately affect the vote
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Double Absolute Majority
50%+1 of the voting power of the entire circulating supply of community A, and
50%+1 of the voting power of the entire circulating supply of community B

Examples of Triple Community Votes
Triple Simple Majority
50%+1 of the voting power that is present and voting by community A, and
50%+1 of the voting power that is present and voting by community B, and
50%+1 of the voting power that is present and voting by community C

Triple Special Majority
75% of the voting power that is present and voting by community A, and
75% of the voting power that is present and voting by community B, and
75% of the voting power that is present and voting by community C

Triple Absolute Majority
50%+1 of the voting power of the entire circulating supply of community A, and
50%+1 of the voting power of the entire circulating supply of community B, and
50%+1 of the voting power of the entire circulating supply of community C

Rules based on Majorities
Investors are able to see all the rules and their majority levels in the admin panel through their
wallet.
Our development team prepared a list of rules here.
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